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Now you can fully utilize the data storage and programming
capability of your TRS-80 pocket computer, achieve a lot more
programming power than you’d guess by reading the programmer’s manual that comes with it! In fact, you can have useful,

practical computer power atyour fingertips whereveryou are: job

site, laboratory, classroom, or on the road.
This collection of software was created just for the TRS-80
pocket computer with programs covering a broad range of interests: statistics, numerical analysis, and finance to electronics

and engineering. One is an all-purpose driver, or operating program, that makes it easy to run any of the others.

With this software, and the new programs you can write by
following the same techniques, the TRS-80 pocket computer can
be far more useful than you'd ever have imagined!
John Clark Craig is a professional computer programmer
who has written a wide range of scientific, math, and business
programs for different types of computers.
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